45TH ANNUAL EMMY AWARDS
THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCES
BOSTON/NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER

Saturday, June 4, 2022
Welcome to the 45th Annual Boston/ New England Emmy® Awards. We are thrilled to be with you in person at the historic Wang Theatre to award excellence in the television industry with the distinguished Emmy® Award. It certainly has been a challenging couple of years. Tonight, we honor not just your work, but your resilience, dedication, and sacrifice to tell important stories, to educate and to entertain us all. You have exceeded the expectations of the viewers in this region with your ability to work under the most difficult times.

Special congratulations to our Governors' Award Recipient John King, Chief National Correspondent and Anchor of Inside Politics at CNN. We are thrilled to have the opportunity to celebrate his distinguished career which began here in Boston.

Thank you to the many judges and individuals including our Board of Governors, our Administrator, Jill Jones, and Blink Creative, all of whom made this night possible. Congratulations to all who are honored in tonight's celebration. We hope you will enjoy seeing friends and colleagues in person as you celebrate our nominees and winners.

Enjoy the show!

Danielle Mannion
President, NATAS Boston/New England Chapter
**NEWSCAST-MORNING SMALLER MARKETS**

**Western Mass News 5 A.M.**
Patience Hetrick, News Director

**WGGB**
Jenna Reyes - Executive Producer
Tessa Kielbasa - Producer
Taylor Jacobson-Anchor
Jordan McCool-Anchor
Sabrina Reilly-Reporter
Kaylee Pugliese - Reporter
Lena Drzuchowski-Reporter/Meteorologist
Dane Brown-Meteorologist
Mathieu LaFreniere-Editor
Rich Crane - Photographer
John O'Donoghue-Photographer
Alex Fenderson -Operations
Dan Pope-Engineer
Keith Smith - Engineer

**NBC 10 Sunrise - Tom Brady's Return to New England**
Chelsea Walker, Producer
Marie Helario, Anchor
Alison Bologna, Anchor
Jay Ladurantaye, Director
Taylor Rocha, Reporter
Alexander Hoder, Photographer

**WBZ**
February Nor'easter
Elizabeth Levis, Executive Producer
Katie Sampson, Anchor
Stephanie Greenland, Director

**WGME CBS 13**
NBC 10 News Sunrise – Henri hits Southern New England
Daniel Paquet, Producer
Tamara Sachareyczek, Anchor
Gene Valcemi, Anchor
Mark Searlito, Meteorologist

---

**NEWS CENTER Maine**

**12 News This Morning: Ida's Impact**
Daniel Carpenter, Executive Producer
James O'Leary, Producer
Eric Hudson, Director
Danielle North, Anchor
Michelle Muscatello, Meteorologist
Kayla Fish, Reporter
Kait Walsh, Reporter
John Villella, Photojournalist

**WPRI**
February Nor'easter
Elizabeth Lents, Executive Producer
Katie Sampson, Anchor
Stephanie Greenland, Director

**WBZ**
February Nor'easter
Jonathan Case, Producer/Designer
Peter Masucci, Producer
Sean Barnacoat, Producer

**NBC 10 Boston**
The 45th Boston/New England Emmy® Award Nominees

---

**HEALTH/MEDICAL-LONG FORM CONTENT**

**COVID-19 Impact: Helping Kids Cope**
Susan White, Producer
Alisha McDevitt, Executive Producer

**WMUR**
Gift of Hope
Charlene Bert, Producer/Executive Producer
Colton Bradford, Host
Barry Littlefield, Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**
Boston 25 Gets Real About Mental Health
Kerry Karanganig, Host/Producer
Allan DiMaio, Editor
Nick Nebrony, Photographer
Christine Swartz, Producer
Eling Moe, Photographer

**WBZ**
Remember This Year
Thomas Fahey, Photographer

**WGBH**
The TEN: Why We Need To Speak Frankly About Periods
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Jacqui Bruno, Anchor
Jessica Silva, Director

**NECN**
The Doctor Is In (Dr. Ashish Jha), Rhode Island PBS Weekly
Barbara Diury, Executive Producer
Pamela Watts, Reporter/Host
Isabella Jibilian, Associate Producer
Andrea Pertangeli, Photojournalist/Editor
John Honori, Photojournalist/Editor

**WSBE**
Chronicle: The Healers: One Year Later
Nicole Estephan, Reporter/Producer
Richard Weitz, Photographer
Brian Meere, Editor

**WCVB**
Craft Beer in Vacationland: Spectrum News Photographers
Briana Barry, Photographer
Lee Winstonfield, Photographer

**WBZ News This Morning: "We're Pretty Cool"**
Jonathan Case, Producer/Designer

**WBZ: Happy New Year**
Peter Mansucci, Producer
Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor
Sean Barnacoat, Producer

**WBZ**
The Mansion Murders
Kathleen McKendry, Writer/Producer
Dave Allen, Design Director
Christian Caricchio, Writer/Producer/Editor

**WGBH**
Life Is a Gift, Even When It's Poorly Wrapped
Shira Stoll, Producer/Photographer/Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**
The Big Quit: Starting fresh by turning a hobby into a new business
Emily Judem, Producer/Editor/Photographer

**GBH**

**PHOTOGRAPHER LONG FORM CONTENT**

**Ryan Caron King**
Ryan Caron King, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television

**Chronicle: The Healers: One Year Later**
Nicole Estephan, Reporter/Producer
Richard Weitz, Photographer
Brian Meere, Editor

**WBZ**
Life Is a Gift, Even When It's Poorly Wrapped
Shira Stoll, Producer/Photographer/Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**
The Big Quit: Starting fresh by turning a hobby into a new business
Emily Judem, Producer/Editor/Photographer

**GBH**

**VIDEO ESSAY**

**A bumpy road less traveled with a rodeo clown**
Roger McConoughey, Video Journalist

**The Maine Monitor**

**Enduring for those Enduring Illness**
Susan Benaiges, Photographer

**NEWS CENTER Maine**

**Assignment: Maine Composite**
Brian Rechard, Producer/Photographer/Editor

**Maine Public Broadcasting Network**

**Spray Paint Artist**
Giaart Allissou, Editor

**NBC Connecticut**

**Life Is a Gift, Even When It's Poorly Wrapped**
Shira Stoll, Producer/Photographer/Editor

**WBZ**

**NEWS PROMOTION-TOPICAL/IMAGE-SINGLE SPOT**

**WBZ News This Morning: "We're Pretty Cool"**
Jonathan Case, Producer/Designer

**WBZ**

**WBZ: Happy New Year**
Peter Mansucci, Producer
Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor

**WBZ**

**The Mansion Murders**
Kathleen McKendry, Writer/Producer
Dave Allen, Design Director
Christian Caricchio, Writer/Producer/Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**

**WBZ**

**WBZ: Happy New Year**
Peter Mansucci, Producer
Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor

**WBZ**

**The Mansion Murders**
Kathleen McKendry, Writer/Producer
Dave Allen, Design Director
Christian Caricchio, Writer/Producer/Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**

---

**The TEN: Why We Need To Speak Frankly About Periods**
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Jacqui Bruno, Anchor
Jessica Silva, Director

**NECN**
The Doctor Is In (Dr. Ashish Jha), Rhode Island PBS Weekly
Barbara Diury, Executive Producer
Pamela Watts, Reporter/Host
Isabella Jibilian, Associate Producer
Andrea Pertangeli, Photojournalist/Editor
John Honori, Photojournalist/Editor

**WSBE**
Chronicle: The Healers: One Year Later
Nicole Estephan, Reporter/Producer
Richard Weitz, Photographer
Brian Meere, Editor

**WCVB**
Craft Beer in Vacationland: Spectrum News Photographers
Briana Barry, Photographer
Lee Winstonfield, Photographer

**WBZ News This Morning: "We're Pretty Cool"**
Jonathan Case, Producer/Designer

**WBZ**

**WBZ: Happy New Year**
Peter Mansucci, Producer
Jonathan Case, Producer/Editor

**WBZ**

**The Mansion Murders**
Kathleen McKendry, Writer/Producer
Dave Allen, Design Director
Christian Caricchio, Writer/Producer/Editor

**NBC 10 Boston**

---

**WCVB**
Craft Beer in Vacationland: Spectrum News Photographers
Briana Barry, Photographer
Lee Winstonfield, Photographer

**Spectrum News**

**The TEN: Why We Need To Speak Frankly About Periods**
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Jacqui Bruno, Anchor
Jessica Silva, Director
Rachel Frank  
Rachel Frank, Chief Meteorologist  
FOX 61  

New England Weather With Meteorologist Eric Fisher  
Eric Fisher, Chief Meteorologist  
WBZ  

Mike Wankum  
Mike Wankum, Meteorologist  
WCVB  

October Nor’easter  
Pamela Gardner, Meteorologist  
NBC 10 Boston  

Meteorologist Sarah Wroblewski  
Sarah Wroblewski, Meteorologist  
WBZ  

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS  

Prisoners, Puppies, and Police Officers  
Jim Altman, Producer  
Shira Stoll, Photographer/Editor  
WTIC  

PARTNERS IN GRIME: A TIKTOKER AND A FORMER MASS. GOVERNOR CLEAN UP  
Mimi Segel, Producer  
Shira Stoll, Photographer/Editor  
NBC 10 Boston  

FAMILY DE BOSTON SUFRE EL DRAMA DE LA SEPARACIÓN EN LA FRONTERA  
Diana Núñez, Producer  
Sergio Rodríguez, TV Editor  
Telemundo New England  

Just Move  
Michael Hansen, Producer/Editor  
William Houte, Videographer  
Mountain Lake PBS  

NH Chronicle: Summit Record Breaker  
Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer  
Joel Wade, Photographer/Editor  
WMUR  

CHILDREN/YOUTH (12 and UNDER)  

Mister Chris and Friends Shorts  
Chris Dorman, Creator/Talent  
Holt Albee, Producer  
David Littlefield, Director  
Brian Stevenson, Director Of Photography  

Vermont PBS  

Half Pint History  
Andre Stark, Producer  
Duncan Putnam, Producer  

Original Concept & Development Associates  

COMMUNICATOR/EDITORIALIST  

Jon Keller Composito; Jon Keller, talent  
Jonathan Keller, Talent/Producer  
WBZ  

Trenni Kusnierek Sizzle Reel  
Trenni Kusnierek, Host  
NBC Sports Boston  

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-LONG FORM CONTENT  

Celebrity Club  
Dorothea Dickin, Producer/Editor  
WBRE  

Not On This Night  
Bill Humphreys, Producer/Director  
David Mauroello, Executive Producer  
Bradshaw Banks, Producer/Writer  
Chad Cordiner, Director Of Photography  
CJ Lewis, Producer / Composer  
Stages/Wright Films  

Small Town, Big Story: Bread & Puppet Theater | Glover, Vermont  
Andh Vohra, Producer  
Chris Naka, Producer  
Doug Baldinger, Producer  
Atlas Obscura  

Small Town, Big Story: Ice Harvest | South Bristol, Maine  
Chris Naka, Director  
Doug Baldinger, Producer  
Atlas Obscura  

HEROES DE TELMUNDO NUEVA INGLATERRA  
Miguel Garcia, Host  
Sammy Montalvo, Producer  
Telemundo New England  

MUNICH 1919  
Ryan Glista, Director  
Alex Page-Hatley, Producer  
Sarah Stevenson, Producer  
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts
CONTINUING COVERAGE

Police Shooting Backlog
Jon Chrisos, Reporter
Marissa Bodnar, Reporter
Jack Amoros, Photographer/Editor

WGME CBS 13

Violencia En Las Escuelas De Lawrence
Diego Restrepo, Producer
Jose A. Rivera-Aviles, Anchor
Grace Gomez, Anchor
Paulo Alvarado, Reporter
Haysheeta Rodrigo, Content Producer
Carmen Martinez, Reporter
Paulo Bacht, Photographer/Editor
Johnathan Laurro, Photographer/Editor
David De Martinis, Reporter
Lorena Menning Ramos, Producer
Hezera Rangel, Producer

Telemundo New England

Sears Lane Homeless Encampment
Rae Bendavid, Reporter

WCAX

Andy Goodrich, Photographer

Green Line Derailment Exposes Safety Lapses
Jennifer Eagan, Anchor
Kimmy Bingham, Executive Producer
Joe Carusoto, Producer
Kathy Curran, Reporter
Bill Sheerin, Assignment Manager
Ed Harding, Anchor
Matthew Gregoire, Photojournalist
Peter Elopoulos, Reporter
Tod Wayman, Reporter
Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
Bobby Souza, Photojournalist

WCVB

Massachusetts Salutes a Fallen Hero
Nathalie Pozo, Reporter
Shawn Chaylhabat, Anchor
Mike Cole, Producer
Sera Cong, Reporter
Ted Wayman, Reporter
Ted Cooper, Photojournalist
Timothy Devlin, Photojournalist
Denna Hennessay, Director
Sam D’Oyso, Producer
Blaise Bussis, Photojournalist
Kevin Krisk, Photojournalist
Chris Garvin, Photojournalist

Clean Energy Corridor
Phil Hirschheim, Reporter-Producer

WMW

Kevyn Fowler, Cameraman/Editor

GBH

Chronicle: Writing to the Heart of Their Stories
Nicole Estaphan, Writer

WCVB

Blamed for 9/11 & Broken By It
Brandon Stokes, Writer

NBC 13

NH Chronicle: ‘The Old Lady’
Karen Meyers, Writer

WMUR

Colleen McKown, Writer

WBZ

Highway Standoff - Rise of the Moors
James Harrington, Executive Producer
Jon Chrisos, Producer
Lisa Greis, Reporter
Cheryl Fladura, Investigative Reporter
Anna Meiler, Anchor
Steven Delmoette, Photographer
Laura Meiler, Reporter

INVESTIGATIVE

Uncovering Systemic Failures that Ended in a Teen’s Death
Kathy Curran, Reporter

WCVB

Homophobic, Racist and Violent Hazing Exposed At High School
Jonathan Wells, Producer
Karen Anderson, Reporter

NBC Connecticut

To Catch A Contractor
Ryan Koth, Reporter
Leslie Gaydos, Reporter
Aaron Strader, Photographer
James O’Halloran, Photographer
Dan Forlano, Photographer
Lauren Klicicki, Editor
Erika Jorgensen, Executive Producer

NBC 10 Boston

5 Investigates Boston’s Tent City: Despair, Heartache and a Search for Answers
Jenny Barron, Executive Producer
Kathy Curran, Reporter
Karen Anderson, Reporter
Mike Brandt, Reporter
Jonathan Wells, Producer
Barry Mullin, Editor
David Mengre, Photojournalist

WCVB

I-Team Nursing Home Abuse & Neglect
Cheryl Fladura, Chief Investigative Reporter
Tom McNamara, Photojournalist/Editor

WBZ

Emergency on the Tracks
Diego Restrepo, Producer
David De Martinis, Reporter
Johnathan Laurro, Photographer

Telemundo New England

The Capitol Insurrection
Kara Labs, Executive Producer
Jay Srobona, Executive Producer
Adam Williams, Anchor
Stephanie Lorenz, Producer
Eamon O’Meara, Producer
Seko Thompson, Director
Larry Albino, Director
Caroline Goggin, Reporter
Eke Vencill, Anchor
Thomas Cunningham, Producer

WHDH

Stolen Cruiser Deadly Standoff
Amuka Ufouka, Anchor
Steve Cooper, Reporter
Jeanne Tarney, Senior Producer
Stephanie Lorenz, Producer
Marina Giorlando, Director

SOCIETAL CONCERNS NEWS

The Path of a Vaccine
Tracy Furry, Producer
Patricia Del Rio, Reporter
Thomas Kiemele, Editor

NEWS CENTER Maine

Our Environment and Our Economy — Fighting for Safety
Hank Phillippi Ryan, Reporter
Mary Schwager, Producer

WHDH

Death Doula
Beth McEwony, Video Journalist

SOCIETY CONCERN NEWS

Death Doula
Beth McEwony, Video Journalist

WFSB

Death Doula
Beth McEwony, Video Journalist

WHDH

Stolen Police Cruiser Sparks Wild Chase, Standoff
Tim Geers, Photojournalist
Amosnock Antonio, Anchor
Justin Haynes, Photojournalist
GJ Smith, Photojournalist

WCVB

Crisis at Mass & Cass
Jason Solowski, Producer
James O’Halloran, Photographer

NBC 10 Boston

Crisis at Mass & Cass
Jason Solowski, Producer
James O’Halloran, Photographer

WHDH

Crisis at Mass & Cass
Jason Solowski, Producer
James O’Halloran, Photographer

NBC 10 Boston
In Harm's Way
Caitlin Healy, Producer
The Boston Globe

A Pandemic Buyer's Guide
Ben Simmonet, Reporter
WCVB

Out of the Shadows
Jack Thurston, Reporter/Producer
Kika Brunger, Photographer/Editor
NECN

DIRECTOR LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE
Rob Fagnant - Director Composite
Robert Fagnant Jr., Director
GBH

Eyewitness News at 11:00 - Election Night 2021
Jason Bowman, Director
WFSB

Sarah Comtois, Technical Director Composite
Sarah Comtois, Director
NEWS CENTER Maine

COMMERCIAL
I want it now | Simplr
Griffin Nash, Producer
Clifford Nash, Producer
Paul Schander, Ed, Cw, Ad, Lyricist
Trevor MacKinnon, Editor
Nash Pictures LLC

Delivering Hope
Scott Maiocchi, Director
Robert Bartolome, Post Supervisor
Jessie Hoyt, Producer
Tracy Sils, Producer
Brett Gerstenblatt, Producer
Jay Williams, Creative Director
(arr)ventures

Summer in the Seaport
Andrew Furtado, Director
Drew Furtado Media

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT
Aaron Strader Composite
Aaron Strader, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Kika Brunger Composite News Single Shift
Kika Brunger, Photographer/Editor
NECN

Sean McKeever Composite
Sean McKeever, Photographer/Editor
FOX 61

Korsak Composite
Thomas Korsak, Photographer/Editor
Boston 25 News

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-SHORT FORM CONTENT
NH Chronicle: Red's Good Vibes Free Food Truck
Mary-Paige Provost, Producer
Chris Shepherd, Editor
Joel Wade, Videographer
WMUR

The Lobster Trap
Caitlin Healy, Producer/Cinematographer
Chaney Carlson-Bullock, Cinematographer
Mikeya Laterich, Cinematographer
The Boston Globe

NH Chronicle: Pizzastock
Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer
Chris Shepherd, Photographer/Editor
WMUR

COVIDLAND: A Film About Survival and Hope in the ICU
Jeffrey Teitler, Producer
Nicholas Derthelsen, Producer
Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare
Eugenia Yon, Producer

The Rise of Black Veganism
Colton Bradford, Reporter
Spike Kinnell, Editor/Producer
NECN

VIDEO JOURNALIST SINGLE SHIFT
Gratitude Wall
Christopher Costa, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Siobhan McGil MMJ Composite
Siobhan McGil, Multimedia Journalist
NBC Connecticut

Hoyt Running Chairs
Chris Garrin, Photojournalist
WCVB

Barber Goes Above and Beyond to Comfort Client
Samantha Read, MMJ
WJAR

CRIME NEWS
Unsolved, But Not Forgotten
Ashley Baylot, Reporter
Mike Plosowski, Photographer
WFSB

Was 911 Call a False Report?
Ryan Kah, Reporter
James O’Halloran, Photographer
NHN

NH Chronicle: Sunrise Hike On Mount Washington
Sean McDonald, Reporter
New England Gardening with Charlie Nardozzi - Springtime Edition
Tom Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Charlie Nardozzi, Host/Producer
Carol Sicco, Producer
Julianne Varacchi, Producer, Visuals Director
Maegn Boone, Production Manager

Justice for Jason: Ending Qualified Immunity
Zach Blanchard, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Funeral Home Nightmare
Marissa Bodnar, I-Team Reporter
WGME CBS 13

Maine's Unsolved Mysteries
Christopher Costa, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Five-time convicted drunk driver who killed a woman caught driving by the I-Team
Tom McNamara, Photographer/Editor
Cheryl Fandaca, Chief Investigative Reporter
WRZ

Rhyne and Pun-ishment
Tom Garris, Reporter
Jaime Brassard, Photojournalist
WPTZ

LIFESTYLE
Phantom Gourmet
Eric Sherman, Executive Producer
Dan Andelman, Showrunner/Host
Deborah Harluy O'Teole, Senior Producer
Sean Finley, Director Of Photography/Editor
Greg Dole, Senior Editor
Vanessa Howland, Videographer
Phantom Gourmet

NH Chronicle: Sunrise Hike On Mount Washington
Sean McDonald, Reporter
Chris Shepherd, Videographer/Editor
WMUR

MaineLife: Long Lake
Erin Ovall, Executive Producer
Maine Life Media

New England Gardening with Charlie Nardozzi - Springtime Edition
Tom Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Charlie Nardozzi, Host/Producer
Carol Sicco, Producer
Julianne Varacchi, Producer, Visuals Director
Marge Brown, Production Manager
Ryan Caron King, Videographer
Mike Dunphy, Videographer
Ryan Carson King, Videographer
Brandon Byck, Editor
Maureen Banme, Post Production Supervisor
Sam Hochkady, Motion Graphics
Glenn Goettler, Audio
John Gibson, Graphics
Matt Berk, Audio Post Production

Connecticut Public Television

Renovation Rekindle
Scansenaker Carter, Executive Producer
Susan Kaulik, Executive Producer
Paul Kaulik, Executive Producer
Jared Morris, Executive Producer
Evan Hatton, Supervising Producer

Triangle King Media

DIY Kitchen Renovation
Anna Ross, Host/Producer
Michelle Weber, Producer
Barry Littlefield, Editor
Aj Rossi, Photographer

NBC 10 Boston

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL

You & Julia: At Home with Amy Traverso
Meghan Smith, Producer/Editor
Zack Waldman, Producer
Amy Traverso, Host

GBH

EDITOR NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

Ryan Bernat Composite
Ryan Bernat, Producer/Editor

WTNH

James O’Halloran Edit Composite
James O’Halloran, Editor

NBC 10 Boston

SPORTS INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

Early Edition
Trenni Kusnierek, Talent
Jeff Caponstono, Coordinating Producer
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
Brian O’Neill, Senior Coordinating Producer

NBC Sports Boston

Noelle Lambert & the Born To Run Foundation
Jennifer Johnson, Executive Producer/Talent
Billy Costa, Talent
Kaila Tsianos, Producer
Joe Pruski, Videographer/Editor
Rebecca Roche, Videographer & Editor
Dining Playbook-New England Sports Network

Sax Win ALDS
Nick Supitonas, Photographer
Colin Bentley, Photographer
Koom Lam, Executive Producer
Joe Amoremoso, Anchor

WHDH

Charlie Moore Outdoors - Mike Gambino "Birdball"
Charlie Moore, Host/Executive Producer
don Orr, Executive Producer
John Derba, Videographer/Editor/Producer
Anthony Moore, Videographer/Producer
Sean Koglin, Videographer/Producer

Mad Fish Productions

Boston Sports Tonight
Michael Holley, Talent
Rob Snyder, Producer
Brian O’Neill, Senior Coordinating Producer
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-LONG FORM

Agents of Change
Charles Carter, Producer
Melissa Warner, Producer

WTNH

Eye On Earth: Our Changing Planet
Jacol Wyscufl, Meteorologist
Eric Fisher, Meteorologist
Sarah Wrobleski, Meteorologist
Zack Green, Meteorologist
Terry Ellisien, Executive Weather Producer

WBZ

Nearly Possible
Kristina Viscario, Producer/Editor/Videographer
Renee Kackley, Associate Producer
Graham Lepierra, Videographer
Kira Carter, Videographer

City Of Boston

Recovery: Conversations on Mental Health
Tina DiGiammatore, Producer
Ronald Delacruz, Videographer/Editor

NBC Connecticut

The Case of Denis Reynoso
Shita Stool, Producer/Editor/Photographer
Maureen Capasso, Executive Producer
James O’Halloran, Photographer
Steve Shannon, Photographer
Asher Klein, Producer
Brandon Stokes, Producer

NECN

OUTLINE: The Cost of Covid Personal Stories from a Year of Loss
Kira Goldenberg, Episode Producer/Interviewer
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Juliana Varacchi, Visual Director/Producer
Brenda Leon, Reporter, Interviewer
Heather FAY Dawson, Series Producer
Jeff Cohen, Episode Producer
Catie Talarski, Episode Producer
David Wurtzel, Videographer/Lighting/Editor
Ryan Carson King, Videographer, Aerial Video/Lighting/Audio/Editor
Maria Tomosso, Spanish Language Editor
Maegn Boone, Production Manager
Travis Roy: A Life & A Legacy  
Justine Pouravelis, Senior Editor  
Tyler Borges, Editor  
New England Sports Network  
Editor  
JR Black, Editor  
NBC 10 Boston

ANCHOR-NEWS  
Ed Harding  
Ed Harding, Anchor  
WCVB  
Grace Gómez  
Grace Gómez, Anchor  
Telemundo Nueva Inglaterra  
Lisa Hughes Anchor Composite  
Lisa Hughes, Anchor  
WBZ  
Antoinette Antonio  
Antoinette Antonio, Anchor  
WCVB  
Vanessa Welch Anchor  
Vanessa Welch, Anchor  
Boston 25 News  
Jean Bernstein  
Jennifer Bernstein, Anchor  
FOX 61

SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE  
Lighting Up The Holidays in New Haven  
Nicole Warren, Producer  
Melissa Warner, Producer  
WTNH  
Celebrating 20 Years of New Hampshire Chronicle  
Maryann Mostek, Executive Producer  
Todd DiChiro, Director Of Post Production  
Erin Fehlau, Host  
Karen Meyers, Talent

Dan Sheldon, Audio Engineer  
Christopher Flatley, Production Supervisor  
Jim Breen, Director Of News Operations/ Videographer  
Sean McDonald, Host  
Audrey Cox, Talent  
Paul Falus, Videographer  
Alex Janisikowicz, Creative Director  
Kate Sniper, Graphic Artist/ Set Designer  
WMUR  
Holiday Lights  
Re-Dooley-Webster, Executive Producer  
Dolthy Wilk, Director  
Kathleen Kiley, Producer  
Anthony Everitt, Host  
Shayna Seymour, Host  
Ellen Fleming, Production Coordinator  
Rick LeBlanc, Editor  
Michael Morgia, Engineer In Charge  
David Gaurdner, Engineering Crew Chief/ Audio  
Chris DeThomas, Video Engineer  
Dan Perito, Technical Director  
Bob Oliver, Photographer  
Richard Ward, Photographer  
David Mengen, Photographer  
Mark Tramontozzi, Photographer  
WCVB  
America's Hometown Thanksgiving Celebration  
Timothy Delan, Photjournalist  
Clarke Dempsey, Director  
GJ Smith, Photjournalist  
Jenny Barton, Producer  
Antoinette Antonia, Anchor  
Cindy FergMoh, Meteorologist  
Dan Perito, Technical Director  
Michael Morgia, Engineer  
Chris DeThomas, Engineer  
David Gardiner, Audio Engineer  
Collins Florence, Operations Manager  
WMUR  
Walking on the Moon  
Kirk Cratty, Video Journalist  
NEWS CENTER Maine  
The Adventures of Miguel in Tokyo  
Miguel Santioban Rangel, Multimedia Journalist  
Telemundo New England  
Ross Lippman 2021 Video Journalist  
Ross Lippman, Videographer/Reporter/Producer  
WGBY  
Tom Garris Video Journalist Composite  
Tom Garris, Video Journalist  
WPTZ  
Marshall Kramsky - Video Journalist  
Marshall Kramsky, Multimedia Journalist  
WPTZ

REPORTER-FEATURE/HUMAN INTEREST  
Hannah Donnelly  
Hannah Donnelly, Correspondent  
NBC 10 Boston  
NH Chronicle: Jean Mackin Feature & Human Interest Composite  
Jean Mackin, Reporter  
WMUR  
Tokyo Olympics: Beyond the Competition  
Audrey Asistio, Reporter  
NBC 10 Boston  
Paulie's Push: One Man's Push To Remember Those Lost on September 11th  
El Rosenbeg, Reporter  
NBC 10 Boston  
Jack Thurston Feature Reporting Composite  
Jack Thurston, Reporter  
NECN  
Jimmy Altman Features  
Jim Altman, Reporter  
WTIC
HISTORICAL/CULTURAL-LONG FORM CONTENT

Surviving New England’s Great Dying
Jim Smith, Co-producer/host
Phil Vaughan, Co-producer
Stephan Giordani, Videographer/Editor
Schuyler Scribner, Graphics and Animation Producer
New Hampshire PBS

Tradiciones de Navidad
Jose Rivera Adrovet, Anchor
Grace Gomez, Anchor
Hector Rangel, Senior Producer
Cisy Del Carmen, Reporter
Ryan Ab недо, Reporter
Carmen Martinez, Reporter
Jonathan Latore, Photographer
Jairo Lemes, Photographer
Telemundo New England

Chasing Silver: The Story of Gorham
Scott Saracen, Producer/Director/Writer/Editor/Photographer
Maria Saracen, Writer/Producer/Director/Editor
Dewey Raposo, Photographer
WSBE

Craft Beer in Vacationland
Braviva Barry, Director/Producer
Sean D’Silhaw, Post Production Producer
Josh Robin, Reporter
Lee Weisenfeld, Field Producer
Jorge Olivares, Motion Designer
Spectrum News

Chronicle celebrates Hispanic Heritage Month
Diana Pinzon, Producer
Nathalie Poro, Reporter
Scott Shuchter, Editor
WCVB

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-SINGLE SPOT

Connecticut Broadcasters Scholarship
Allison Petters, Producer
FOX 61

2021 Teacher of the Year: Thank you for helping to keep our kids safe and learning!
Jas Stewart, Producer/Writer/Director
Massachusetts Department Of Elementary And Secondary Education
Jeffrey C. Riley, Executive Producer
Helene Bittencourt Senior Producer
Nicole Porter, Producer
George Headley, Photographer
Matthew Naughton, Editor/Designer
Victor Ukatu and Jacqueline Reis, Production Coordinators
Jacqueline Reis, Additional Writing
Public Service Announcement-Single Spot
WCVB

LIVE NEWS PRODUCER
Alexis Uremovich-WRBZ News
Alexis Uremovich, Producer
WRBZ

Samantha Ford
Samantha Ford, Producer
WCVB

WBZ News at 6
Meagan Kolkmann, Producer
WBZ

Telemundo New England 11:00 PM Producer
Diego Restrepo, News Producer
Telemundo New England

Amanda Steffen-News Producer
Amanda Steffen, Producer
NBC Connecticut

Barbara Baranowski
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
WCVB

NBC10 Boston News Producer
Alyssa Jowell, News Producer
NBC 10 Boston

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS NEWS

MIT’s first-ever virtual robot competition
John Freidah, Producer
Andrea Lene, Editor/Photographer
MIT MeckE

Returning to School During a Pandemic
Elsie Nolan, Producer
Seth Sniagira, Producer
WBZ

Schooner Bowdoin: A Classroom like no Other
Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor/Drone
NEWS CENTER Maine
Wade Writing Composite
David Wade, Writer
WBZ

From Pen to Paper to Pixels; Jim Altman Writes 2021
Jim Altman, Writer
WTIC

Perry Russom
Perry Russom, Writer
NCE 10 Boston

Not On This Night
Bill Humphreys, Director/Producer
StageWright Films

Sam Hackaday
Sam Hackaday, Graphic Artist
FOX 61

Connecticut Public Television
GBH Educational Foundation

The Sinking of the Whydah 3D animation
Matthew Dady, Art Director/Animator
NCE 10 Boston

Celtics Post Up
Jon Christenson, Motion Designer
Adam Snow, Graphic Designer
Charles Daleo, Producer
Christine Vell, Producer
WBZ

Chronicle: The Nutcracker Returns - Boston Ballet
Ramesh Chinnock, Producer
Shayna Seymour, Reporter
WCVB

While You Were Gone
Jennifer Weber, Director
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts
Chronicle: On the Water - Van der Wal
Anthony Everett, Reporter/Producer
WCVB

New England Traveler - Beverley Historic City on the Sea
Gregory Boghosian, Executive Producer/Director/Host
Charlie Moore, Executive Producer
Anthony Momoki, Editor
John Derba, Videographer
Mad Fish Productions

NH Chronicle: Daily Doodle
Karen Meyers, Reporter/Producer
Chris Shephard, Photographer
WMUR

Suited Up
JR Black, Editor
Michelle Weber, Producer
Barry Littelfield, Photographer
Anna Rossi, Talent
NCE 10 Boston

Rhode Island PBS Weekly
Barbara Dooy, Executive Producer
Michelle San Miguel, Reporter/Host
Pamela Watts, Reporter/Host
Isabella Chihali, Associate Producer
Andrea Pietrageli, Photojournalist/Editor
John Honent, Photojournalist/Editor
WSBE

A House For Jun
Justin Spencer, Director
Ryan Vitacca, Producer
Recycled Percussion

New England Living
Evan Berenson, Executive Producer
Roch Hal, Host
Michael Ruicka, Production Director
Peter Slayton, Director Of Photography
WBZ
Simply Southern New England
Alexandra Contest, Producer

Cox Communications

Maine Life: The North Maine Woods
Erin Orville, Executive Producer

Maine Life Media

Henrietta’s Table at the Charles Hotel
Jennifer Johnson, Executive Producer/Talent
Billy Costa, Talent
Kaila Teitsnaber, Producer
Joe Poeski, Videographer & Editor
Rebecca Roche, Videographer & Editor

Dining Playbook-New England Sports Network

PHOTOGRAPHER SHORT FORM CONTENT

Mass State Lottery Cinematography Composite
Keith MacP, Cinematographer
Geoff Filletti, Cinematographer

The Mass State Lottery

Trawls & Throttles: Lobster Boat Races in Maine - Spectrum News
Frank Posillico, Photographer
Zoe Stemmons, Photographer
Lee Wisonfield, Photographer

Spectrum News

Company K
Daniel Lambert, Photographer

Lambert Films

I'm a Basic Batch...of Pork Pies
Sean Finley, Director Of Photography

Phantom Gourmet

100 Jumps: Skydiver Sets New State Record
Julianne Varach, Producer
David Wurzel, Videographer/Editor
Joe Amos, Videographer/Photography

Connecticut Public Television

Must See VT - Tom Lepesqueur, Trail Builder
Brian Stevenson, Videographer
Kyle Ambus, Videographer

Vermont PBS

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-MULTIPLE REPORTS

Double Police Tragedy in Massachusetts
Gerry Wardwell, Assistant News Director
David Baenick, Reporter
Kellen Young, Producer
Peter Elniotifod, Reporter
Timothy Declin, Photojournalist
Barbara Barnowski, Producer
Mike Cole, Producer
Mary Salamda, Reporter
Matthew Gregoire, Photojournalist
Christopher Bouch, Executive Producer

WCVB

Deadly Standoff After Brockton Police Shooting
Jimmy Ringle, Executive Producer
Lisa Tublinatti, Producer
Curtis Bailey, Photojournalist
Martha Stephens, Anchor
Ed Harding, Anchor
Ben Simmonau, Anchor
Mary Salamda, Reporter
Chris Garvin, Photographer
Nancy Bent, Assignment Editor

WBZ

Winthrop Rampage
Bradley Tatum, Assistant News Director
Lisa Greasi, Reporter
Cheryl Fiandaca, Reporter
Thomas Mattis, Photographer
Steven Delmonte, Photographer

Welcome to the State House: Where is everyone??
James O’Halloran, Photographer
Ryan Kath, Reporter
NBC10 Investigators: Taxpayer Money and Government Accountability
Ryan Daly, Reporter
James O’Halloran, Photographer

PBZ

Jet Crashes Into Factory
Len Beclethoven, Chief Investigative Reporter
Jos Gomes, Videographer
Heidi Voight, Anchor
Dominique Moody, Reporter
Eric Weeks, Producer
Justine Manche, Producer
Danielle Poulis, Assignment Editor
Kyle Jones, Reporter
Matt Austin, Reporter
Mark Hahn, Videographer
Leslie Myers, Anchor

New England Sports Network

Trawls & Throttles: Lobster Boat Races in Maine - Sean Dahlberg, Senior Editor
Seann Dohern, Senior Editor

Spectrum News

Rated D for Dumb-Worthy, Viewer Discretion Is Advised.
Vanessa Howland, Senior Editor

Phantom Gourmet

Must See VT - Tom Lepesqueur, Trail Builder
Kyle Ambus, Editor

Vermont PBS

WJAR

On Your Dime: Tracking tax waste
Tamara Sacharey, Reporter

World Wide Brands

While You Were Gone
Ryan Getta, Editor
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts

GRAPHIC ARTS-ART DIRECTION

Sports Sunday
Christine Vell, Art Director
Jon Christenson, Art Director
Adam Stowe, Art Director
Charis Dalamo, Producer
TJ Powers, Producer

WBC Sports Boston

Not On This Night
Justin Labor, Art Director
Stagswright Films

The Curiosity Desk: Star Market
Elias Mallette, Associate Creative Director

WGBH Educational Foundation

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT NEWS

Fake Farms: Uncovering Small Business Loan Fraud
Jon Choros, I-Team Reporter
Marissa Bodnar, I-Team Reporter
Jack Amrock, Photographer/Editor

WGME CBS 13

NBC10 Investigators: Taxpayer Money and Government Accountability
Ryan Daly, Reporter
James O’Halloran, Photographer

NBC 10 Boston

Welcome to the State House: Where is everyone??
David Wade, Reporter

WBZ

I-Team Investigation Leads to a New Law and the Removal of Parking Meter Kiosks
Cheryl Flandrara, Chief Investigative Reporter
Tom McNamara, Photographer

WBZ

While You Were Gone
Ryan Getta, Editor
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts

WJAR
Radio/Television News:
- Matt Scott, Meteorologist
- Jim Altman, Reporter
- Richard Washington, News Director
- FOX 61: Tropical Storm Henri Makes Landfall in Connecticut
- Rebecca Bainer, Producer
- Barbara Baranowski, Producer
- Shaun Chaiyabhat, Reporter
- Nathalie Pozo, Reporter
- Mike Wankum, Meteorologist
- Kevin Krisak, Photojournalist
- Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
- Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
- Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
- A.J. Burnett, Meteorologist
- PowerNor'easter
- Powerful Nor'easter Hits Region
- A.J. Burnett, Meteorologist
- Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
- Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
- Christopher Reay, Executive Producer
- Kevin Kriusak, Photojournalist
- Mike Waskum, Meteorologist
- Nathalie Fores, Reporter
- Shawn Chaimbhat, Reporter
- Barbara Baranowski, Producer
- Rebecca Banner, Producer
- COLIN SPENCE, Producer
- Honoring A Hero: Officer Manny Familia
- Rachel Frank, Meteorologist
- Julia LeBlanc, Reporter
- Anglo Barros, Reporter
- Tim Lammers, Anchor
- Keith McGIBerry, Anchor
- Jenn Bernstein, Anchor
- FOX 61
- Election Night: Boston Mayor's Race
- Maureen Capasso, Assistant News Director
- Raul Martinez, News Anchor
- JC Monahan, News Anchor
- Grace Gomez, News Anchor
- Tim Caputo, News Anchor
- Jackie Bruno, News Anchor
- Alison King, Political Reporter
- Sue O'Connell, Political Commentator
- Brittnay Figuiera, Producer
- John Mitchell, Producer
- Courtney Seymour, Producer
- Peter Kearsn, Director
- NECN
- Storm Force - Nasty Nor'easter
- Nick Sapienza, Photographer
- Steve Cooper, Reporter
- Colin Bentley, Photographer
- Marshall Hook, Reporter
- Janel Martinez, Reporter
- Josh Warrner, Meteorologist
- Michael Yoshida, Reporter
- John Guice, Photographer
- Alex Mason, Photographer
- Caroline Goggin, Reporter
- Brian George, Photographer
- Adam Williams, Anchor
- WHDH
- Patriots Super Bowl Surprise for Healthcare Workers
- Bradley Tatum, Assistant News Director
- Mallika Marshall, Reporter
- Nicholas Giavanni, Anchor
- Anna Miller, Anchor
- Jennifer Currier, Producer
- Levon Reid, Reporter
- Jackie Connolly, Producer
- Jessi Miller Bradley, News Director
- WBZ
- Democracy's Darkest Day
- Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
- Jackie Bruno, Anchor
- NECN
- Severe Weather Triggers Serious Flooding
- Sam Yoo, Producer
- Christopher Reay, Executive Producer
- David Bierick, Reporter
- Nathalie Fores, Reporter
- Peter Eliepowich, Reporter
- Emily Maher, Reporter
- Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
- Cindy Fitzgerald, Meteorologist
- Sean Cahill, Assignment Editor
- Scan Carpenter, Photojournalist
- WHDH
- Global Warming: The other Pandemic
- Diego Rossetro, Producer
- Coco Del Carmen, Weather Anchor
- Jose A. Rivas Adevoir, Anchor
- Telemundo New England

Sports News:
- A Catamount's Fight to 'Get Better' - Marshall Kramsky, Reporter/Producer/Photographer/Editor
- A Catamount's Fight to 'Get Better': Marshall Kramsky, Reporter/Producer/Photographer/Editor
- Fiona Miller, Reporter
- John Guice, Photographer
- Michelle Link, WPZT

Photography:
- Instagram: The Other Pandemic
- Michael Dunphy, Videographer, Lighting
- Eugene Amatruda, Audio
- Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
- Maegn Boone, Production Manager
- Jeff Cohen, Commerce Producer
- Michelle Dea, Videographer, Lighting
- Eugene Amatruda, Audio
- Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
- Jose McNally, Videographer

Drama:
- Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Preston Mead, Actor As Eddie Miller
- A.J. Burnett, Actor As Reinhold Schultz

Documentary:
- Understanding the Arctic
- John Freidah, Producer/Editor

Alumni:
- StageWright Films
- Preston Mead, Actor As Eddie Miller
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Comedy:
- Monday, Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Sports:
- Patriots Super Bowl Surprise for Healthcare Workers
- Bradley Tatum, Assistant News Director
- Mallika Marshall, Reporter
- Nicholas Giavanni, Anchor
- Anna Miller, Anchor
- Jennifer Currier, Producer
- Levon Reid, Reporter
- Jackie Connolly, Producer
- Jessi Miller Bradley, News Director
- WBZ
- Democracy's Darkest Day
- Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
- Jackie Bruno, Anchor
- NECN
- Severe Weather Triggers Serious Flooding
- Sam Yoo, Producer
- Christopher Reay, Executive Producer
- David Bierick, Reporter
- Nathalie Fores, Reporter
- Peter Eliepowich, Reporter
- Emily Maher, Reporter
- Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
- Cindy Fitzgerald, Meteorologist
- Sean Cahill, Assignment Editor
- Scan Carpenter, Photojournalist
- WHDH
- Global Warming: The other Pandemic
- Diego Rossetro, Producer
- Coco Del Carmen, Weather Anchor
- Jose A. Rivas Adevoir, Anchor
- Telemundo New England

Performing Arts:
- Understanding the Arctic
- John Freidah, Producer/Editor

Production:
- Understanding the Arctic
- Foundation for Effective Arctic Conservation

Musical:
- Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Kids:
- Monday, Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Arts and Entertainment:
- Understanding the Arctic
- John Freidah, Producer/Editor

Science:
- Global Warming: The other Pandemic
- Diego Rossetro, Producer
- Coco Del Carmen, Weather Anchor
- Jose A. Rivas Adevoir, Anchor
- Telemundo New England

Humor:
- Monday, Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Sports:
- Patriots Super Bowl Surprise for Healthcare Workers
- Bradley Tatum, Assistant News Director
- Mallika Marshall, Reporter
- Nicholas Giavanni, Anchor
- Anna Miller, Anchor
- Jennifer Currier, Producer
- Levon Reid, Reporter
- Jackie Connolly, Producer
- Jessi Miller Bradley, News Director
- WBZ
- Democracy's Darkest Day
- Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
- Jackie Bruno, Anchor
- NECN
- Severe Weather Triggers Serious Flooding
- Sam Yoo, Producer
- Christopher Reay, Executive Producer
- David Bierick, Reporter
- Nathalie Fores, Reporter
- Peter Eliepowich, Reporter
- Emily Maher, Reporter
- Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
- Cindy Fitzgerald, Meteorologist
- Sean Cahill, Assignment Editor
- Scan Carpenter, Photojournalist
- WHDH
- Global Warming: The other Pandemic
- Diego Rossetro, Producer
- Coco Del Carmen, Weather Anchor
- Jose A. Rivas Adevoir, Anchor
- Telemundo New England

Performing Arts:
- Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Production:
- Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer

Shoestring:
- Not On This Night
- StageWright Films
- Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
- Todd Durocher, Executive Producer
**REPORTER-SPORTS**

Playing through the Pandemic, Jim Altman Sports
Jim Altman, Reporter
WTIC

Tokyo Olympics
Audrey Asistio, Reporter
NBC 10 Boston

Bob Halloran
Bob Halloran, Reporter
WCVB

Marshall Kramsky Sports Reporting
Marshall Kramsky, Sports Reporter
WPTZ

**SERIOUS FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)**

Unforgettable Chance for Woman Battling Brain Cancer
Jessica Brown, Reporter
Maria Stephanos, Reporter
David Mongeau, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

1-Team Investigation Keeps Sight Saving Drug for Kids on the Market
Cheryl Francisca, Chief Investigative Reporter
WBZ

Chronicle: Fighting Back: Thriving in the face of Adversity
Nicole Estaphan, Reporter/Producer
Richard Ward, Photographer
WCVB

"The Neglected 20": Abused horses travel the road to recovery and second chances
Peg Kayser, Reporter
Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor
WCVB

**BUSINESS/CONSUMER NEWS**

Trapped: Maine Lobstermen Battle Federal Regulations
Zach Blanchard, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Travel, Tinkle, Sperm, Shoddy Work?!...Whatever the Consumer Concern: NBC CT Responds
Caitlin Burchill, Reporter
Thea DiGiammerino, Digital Producer
Alyse Rzemek, Consumer Investigative Producer
David Mulligan, Photojournalist, Editor
Jonathan Wardle, Photojournalist/Editor
NBC Connecticut

The Lewiston Tradition
Amanda Hill, Reporter
Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor
NEWS CENTER Maine

NBC10 Boston Responds
Leslie Gaydos, Reporter
Dan Ferrigan, Photographer/Editor
NBC 10 Boston

Ben Has Your Back
Ben Simmoneau, Reporter
WCVB

**DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION**

Doulas, Rhode Island PBS Weekly
Barbara Dury, Executive Producer
Michelle San Miguel, Reporter/Host
Isabella Jibilian, Associate Producer
Andrea Pietrangeli, Photojournalist/Editor
John Honore, Photojournalist/Editor
WSBE

**PROJECT COMMUNITY: ASIAN AMERICAN VOICES**

Ninaqak Nemsou Faison, Executive Producer
Kamran Cemalwol, Producer
Anthony Everett, Reporter
Dorothy Will, Director
Ted Reinstein, Commentator
Mike Brandt, Reporter
Anna Marie Antonioni, Reporter/Producer
Ekana Pinnon, Producer
Blaise Beekin, Editor
Sungtae Chandra, Producer
Janet Wu, Anchor
Sera Congi, Reporter
Shawn Chaiyabhat, Reporter/Anchor
David Hurlburt, Executive Producer
Gina Mastro, Editor
Scott Shuchter, Editor
WCVB

**SPORTS STORY**

The Grind
Matt Turner
Kevn DeCharme, Preditor
NBC Sports Boston

NH Chronicle A Very Special Marathon Man
Jack Mackin, Reporter
Jamie Staton, Producer
Chris Shepherd, Editor
WMUR

On Her Mark Series
Hannah Donnelly, Host/Producer
Richard Joyce, Photographer/Editor
William Meservey, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

100 Jumps: Skydiver Sets New State Record
Juliana Yaracchi, Producer
David Wurtzel, Videographer
Joe Amon, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television

**REPORTER-INVESTIGATIVE**

Kathy Curran Composite
Kathy Curran, Reporter
WCVB

Ted Daniel 25 Investigates
Ted Daniel, Reporter
Boston 25 News
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PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

Red Sox & Nike City Connect Campaign
Stacey Lamboni, Producer
Tom Heintzelman, Producer
Bryan Loor-Almonte, Producer
Billie Weiss, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

SPORTS PROGRAM – LIVE

Celtics Pregame Live
Jim Alderdale, Supervising Producer-Celtics
Brian Scalabrine, Analyst
Chris Forsberg, Talent
Josh Cans, Media Editor
Max Lederman, Multi-Platform AP
Mark Hazlett, Production Assistant
Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-CAMPAIGN

Let's Go Out
Lucas Guerra, Director
Kate Lewis, Producer
Sean Hennessey, Producer
Jacob Parker, Executive Producer
Nick Kolinsky, Director Of Photography

ARGUS

FIRST Forward
Eliot Korek, Producer/Director

The Nation Of Artists
Kevin Walther, Producer
Brooke Blew, Executive Producer
Jamie Corre-Berna, Producer

The Ripple Effect - Motorcycle Safety
Dante Bellini, Director
David Zapatka, Camera/Lighting
Mauro Colangelo, Music Composer/Sound Design
Eric Latte, Cinematographer/Editor

Hooligan Film Productions
Promoting COVID vaccination
Jennifer Miller, Reporter/Producer
Faith Ninivaggi, Photographer
Kent Enell, Videographer
Colin Smiley, Reporter
Stephanie Pawlowski, Producer
Michael Grimmitt, Videographer
Alan Konuma, Graphics Editor

Coverage, A News Service Of Blue Cross Blue Shield Of Massachusetts

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS

Inside Brockton football’s COVID-altered season
Shelby Lum, Cinematographer/Producer/Editor

The Boston Globe

Chronicle: Back To School Pt. 3 - College
Ramen Cromwell, Producer
Brian Menz, Editor

WCVB

A year of grit and despair
Shelby Lum, Producer/Editor

The Boston Globe

OUTLINE: Playing with COVID
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Frankie Germaine, Host/Director Producer
Heather Fay Dawson, Series Producer
Jeff Cohen, Supervising Producer
Ryan Canon King, Videographer, Audio
Joe Amon, Videographer
David Wurtzel, Videographer/Editor
Morgan Boone, Production Manager
Joe Coss, Studio Director
Kevin Kahl, Videographer
Mike Dumbley, Videographer, Lighting, Prompter
Catherine Pastoe, Audio
Sam Hackaday, Motion Graphics
Julianna Yaracchi, Visual Director
Engene Amatruda, Audio

Connecticut Public Television

Chronicle: Catholic Schools Foundation Changing Children’s Lives
Jesse Grossi, Writer/Producer
Richard Wood, Videographer
Scott Shueber, Editor

WCVB

Class of COVID
Emily Juden, Director/Producer
Stephanie Leydon, Director/Producer
Joanie Tabin, Photographer
Rob Tokanel, Photographer
Greg Shra, Photographer
Howard Powell, Photographer
Merridith Nierman, Photographer
Tori Bedford, Reporter

GBH

Hope Rising: Las Tres Hermanas
Tessa Young, Creative Oversight
Esperanza Academy
SERIOUS FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)
Kelp is Maine’s New Cash Crop
Janet Wu, Reporter/Producer
Bloomberg News

Jurin Murder Update
Sarah Cody, Reporter
Mike Poliderski, Photographer
WTNH

Open Letter to Bullies
Beth McEvoy, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

14 years and finally home
Jim Altman, Producer
Sean McKeever, Photographer
WTIC

9/11: Maine Remembers
Rachel Wingrat, Producer
Samantha York, Reporter
Sebastian Bennage, Photographer
NEWS CENTER Maine

Woman Longs To Regain Sight After Horrific Attack
Maria Stephanos, Reporter
WCVB

SPORTS – ONE-TIME SPECIAL
Travis Roy: A Life & A Legacy
Howard Zulkir, Executive Producer
Justine Pearlstein, Supervising Producer
Tom Caron, Host/Producer
Steve Garabedian, Producer
Tyler Borge, Producer
Mike Emond, Content Producer
Steve DiSilva, Videographer
Bobby Swain, Videographer
Stephen Taganella, Videographer
New England Sports Network

Red Sox All-Access: Dustin Pedroia Retirement Ceremony
Sarah McKenna, Producer
John Carter, Producer
Stephanie Mancine, Producer
Stephen Roman, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Luke Frazer, Producer
Stacey Lamboni, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

MLB All-Star Game 2021 @ Virus Deportivo Special Edition
Omar Guzman-Hernandez, Host/Producer
Virus Deportivo @ Television Dominicana

Accesso Tokio
Jenú Quintono, Anchor/Reporter
Graci Gómez, Anchor
Héctor Rangel, Senior Producer
Loreana Monroy, Producer
Samuel Montalvo, Producer
Telemundo New England

LIGHT FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)
Fairy House Magic
Beth McEvoy, Video Journalist
NEWS CENTER Maine

Chronicle: “Baby Bears”
Sungsa Lee Chang, Producer/Writer
Bob Oliver, Senior Videographer
Ellen Boyce, Editor
WCVB

Trawls & Throttle: Lobster Boat Races in Maine
Zoe Shimmon, Producer
Lee Weissnfield, Field Producer
Sean Dahlberg, Post Production Producer
Samuel Johnson, Photographer
Frank Poullier, Producer
Spectrum News

Big Lux and the Belugas
Jim Altman, Producer
Sean McKeever, Photographer

RHyme & Reason
Raymond Fischetti, Producer/Editor/Voiceover
Leo Ruis, Executive Producer
James O’Halloran, Photographer
Rob Garcia, Aerial Cameraman
NBC 10 Boston

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT
Mike Townsend Composite
Michael Townsend, Photographer
WBZ

O’Halloran Composite
James O’Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

Work in CT: The Biz of Battling Back
Maria Stephanos, Reporter
WTIC

GBH News TikTok coverage
Joanne Tobin, Senior Producer
Emily Schario, Writer/Producer/Editor
WGBH

GBH: Amor con barreras - Crisis humanitaria en la frontera
Paulo Alvarado, MMJ/Reporter
Johnathan Latorre, Photographer
Telemundo New England

Work in CT: The Rise of Battling Back
Jim Altman, Reporter
Sean McKeever, Photographer
WTIC

WBZ This Morning: It Happens Here
Zack Green, Anchor
Breana Pitts, Anchor
Kim Merrill, Anchor
WBZ

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT
Company K
Daniel Lambert, Producer/Director
Lambert Films

NH Chronicle: A Fashionable Flock’s Summer Makeover
Erin Felau, Producer/Reporter
Paul Felau, Videographer
Jason Modeneo, Editor
WMUR

Murals across Lynn have changed the look of downtown
Shelby Lum, Cinematographer/Producer/Editor
The Boston Globe

Paralyzed Teen A Story Of Hope
Jose Gomez, Photographer
NBC Connecticut
Chronicle: Saving a Special Cabin in the Woods  
Tid Reinstein, Producer/Reporter  
Brian Metz, Editor  
WCVB

Honorizing Our Past & Rebuilding for the Future  
Jezzy Lazarrino, Director/Executive Producer  
Diane Kline, Producer/Writer  
Riley Frank, Editor/Producer  
Taylor Paffrath, Cinematographer/Gimbali Operator  
Matthew Staverpoolos, Cinematographer  
Vincent McDonald, Lighting Director  
Maverick Productions Boston

A Nation Built on Immigrants: The Transcontinental Railroad  
Gino Mauro, Producer/Editor  
Freelance

Land of Liberty: Hyde Park & The 54th Regiment  
Raymond Fuscuterri, Producer/Editor  
Lea Reis, Executive Producer  
James O’Halloran, Photographer  
Mike Greinert, Aerial Video  
NBC 10 Boston

NH Chronicle: Holocaust Artist  
Chris Shepherd, Videographer  
Aydex Cox, Reporter  
WMUR

Must See VT - Robinson Saw Mill  
David Littelfield, Producer/Director  
Kyle Ambuka, Videographer/Editor  
Vermont PBS

The Bridge: A 9/11 Story  
Greg Shir, Producer/Editor/Music Composer  
GBH

MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

Portraits In Season  
Charles Doherty, Composer  
LittleRiverMusic

Not On This Night  
CJ Lewis, Original Score  
StageWright Films

BLM Revealing History: How We Got Here, Why It Matters  
AJ Gundell, Composer/Songwriter  
James Stewart, Songwriter  
The Unitarian Church in Westport/TUC Women

NEWSCAST-MORNING LARGER MARKETS

NBC 10 Boston Today Weekend: Tom Brady Returns  
Michael Kelly, Executive Producer  
Erica Luttrell, Executive Producer  
Lataia Edwards, Anchor  
Matt Noyes, Chief Meteorologist  
Jeff Saperstone, Reporter  
Matt Amural, Director  
Kate Brice, Reporter  
Diane Cho, Reporter  
Jain Lemes, Photographer  
Lou DiGiusto, Director  
NBC 10 Boston

Newcenter 5 EyeOpener: Nor’easter Slams Massachusetts Coast  
Cindy Frechibon, Meteorologist  
Jack Stace, Producer  
Kellen Young, Executive Producer  
Andrew Merzak, Reporter  
Amisette Antonio, Anchor  
Matt Reid, Reporter  
Tim Greer, Photographer  
Clarke Dempsey, Director  
Jenifer Eagan, Reporter  
Craig Pizzino, Engineer  
WCVB

Capital Chaos: A Transfer of Power  
Emma Dobbert, Producer  
Amaka Uha, Anchor  
Juliana Mazza, Anchor  
Jeanne Tarmey, Executive Producer  
Marina Giordino, Director  
Erik Carey, Associate Director  
Vincent Henry, Post Production Editor  
WHDH

Trending Youtube, Drowning and Plane Crash Breaking News (Morning NewsCast)  
Christine Ayotte, Producer  
William Scott Bradli, Executive Producer  
NBC Connecticut

HEALTH/MEDICAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Inside View of Maine Medical Center ICU Nurses Caring for Unvaccinated COVID-19 Patients  
Charlie Berg, Videographer/Editor/Producer  
MaineHealth

Flying Frontline  
Robert Goulston, Reporter  
Thomas Kasak, Photjnjournalist  
Jason Solowski, Photjnjournalist  
Boston 25 News

“Whole Again” - The Jay Bialkowski Story  
Jeffrey Teitler, Producer  
Tina Varona, Producer  
Hartford HealthCare

Cory’s Cause  
Chelsea Jones, Reporter  
Johnny Villella, Photographer  
Ryan Welch, Photographer/Editor  
WPRI

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

The Da Vinci of Data Art  
Jacob Wycoff, Producer  
Oriel Almeida, Editor  
WBZ

7News Today in New England: October Nor’easter  
Kevin Wilkes Jr, Assignment Editor  
Juliana Mazza, Reporter  
Michael Voshals, Reporter  
Chris Lambert, Meteorologist  
Polsiensi Manshardt, Reporter  
Marshall Hook, Reporter  
Amanda Crawford, Anchor  
Marina Giordano, Director  
Josh Bennett, Producer  
Errol Henry, Photographer  
Scott Parkinson, Photographer  
Maggy McgAfligan, Photographer  
Jeanne Tarmey, Senior Producer  
WHDH

Health And Performance

Changing A City One Wall At A Time  
Keisha Grant, Reporter  
Garrett Allison, Photographer  
NBC Connecticut

TikToker with Down Syndrome made famous  
Beth McEvoy, Video Journalist  
NEWS CENTER Maine

Go Pixel Yourself  
Juliana Mazza, Reporter  
Errol Henry, Videographer  
WHDH

Virgil Abloh: “Figures of Speech”  
Raymond Fuscuterri, Producer/Photographer/Editor  
Shira Stoll, Producer/Photographer/Editor  
NBC 10 Boston

Record Renaissance  
WCVB

You’re Home  
NEWS CENTER Maine

Dustin Pedroia Speech Anthem Spot  
Kellan Reck, Producer  
Luke Fraser, Producer  
Tim Heintzelman, Producer  
The Boston Red Sox
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125th Boston Marathon

Jackie Connally, Executive Producer
Lisa Hughes, Host
Bryan Foley, News Operations Manager
Joe Gia, Producer
Tisha Wilson, Associate Director
David Wade, Reporter
Levan Reid, Reporter
Jess Miller Bradley, News Director

WBZ
Lisa Bumbaca, Director

Red Sox on NESN
Dan Aspin, Senior Producer/Senior Director
Michael Nartacci, Coordinating Producer
Amy Johnson, Senior Producer
Greg Shabazz, Remote Graphics Producer
Steve Garabedian, Elements Producer
David O’Brien, Play-by-Play Announcer
Dennis Eckersley, Analyst
Jerry Remy, Analyst
Jahmai Webster, Sideline Reporter

New England Sports Network

Bruins on NESN
Brian Zechello, Supervising Producer
Rose Mirakian-Wheeler, Coordinating Director
Patrick White, Senior Remote Graphics Producer
Steve Garabedian, Elements Producer
David O’Brien, Play-by-Play Announcer
Dennis Eckersley, Analyst
Jerry Remy, Analyst
Jehmaal Webber, Sideline Reporter

New England Sports Network

Those People
Peter Huppo, Director

The Day
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Christa Dicamp, Anchor

NBC 10 Boston

Hablemos
Francisco Concepcion, Host/Producer

Entrevision/Univision WUNI-TV

CUTLINE: 20 Years After 9/11: Memorials, Memory and Meaning
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Diane Orson, Host, Producer
Jeff Cohen, Story Producer
Julliane Varracchi, Visuals Director
David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer
Ryan Carson King, Videographer
Mike Dumphreys, Videographer
Kevin Kuhl, Videographer
Gleno Geertjes, Audio
Mango Boone, Production Manager
Sam Mockray, Motion Graphics
Ehsan Sakkaki, Color Correction

New England Sports Network

Docuseries

Connecticut’s Code Blue
Shaynah Ferreira, Reporter

Entravision/Univision WUNI-TV

CUTLINE: 20 Years After 9/11: Memorials, Memory and Meaning
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Diane Orson, Host, Producer
Jeff Cohen, Story Producer
Julliane Varracchi, Visuals Director
David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer
Ryan Carson King, Videographer
Mike Dumphreys, Videographer
Kevin Kuhl, Videographer
Gleno Geertjes, Audio
Mango Boone, Production Manager
Sam Mockray, Motion Graphics
Ehsan Sakkaki, Color Correction

New England Sports Network

Those People
Peter Huppo, Director

The Day
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Christa Dicamp, Anchor

NBC 10 Boston

Hablemos
Francisco Concepcion, Host/Producer

Entrevision/Univision WUNI-TV

CUTLINE: 20 Years After 9/11: Memorials, Memory and Meaning
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Diane Orson, Host, Producer
Jeff Cohen, Story Producer
Julliane Varracchi, Visuals Director
David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer
Ryan Carson King, Videographer
Mike Dumphreys, Videographer
Kevin Kuhl, Videographer
Gleno Geertjes, Audio
Mango Boone, Production Manager
Sam Mockray, Motion Graphics
Ehsan Sakkaki, Color Correction

New England Sports Network

Those People
Peter Huppo, Director

The Day
Brandon Stokes, Executive Producer
Christa Dicamp, Anchor

NBC 10 Boston
Connecticut Public Television

Jessica Gonella, Motion Graphics Supervisor
Ryan Caron King, Narration Supervisor
Lucy Nalpathanchil, Narrator
Sam Hockaday, Motion Graphics
Maegn Boone, Production Manager
Glenn Goettler, Audio
Mike Dunphy, Videographer
Tyler Russell, Additional Camera, Lighting, Grip
David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer/Aerial Video/Lighting
Jacqueline Rabe Thomas, Associate Producer
Vanessa De La Torre, Associate Producer
Jeff Cohen, Associate Producer
Kathy Megan, Reporter, Associate Producer
Mario Troncoso, Producer
Julianne Varacchi, Supervising Producer/Visuals Director
Brett Forrest, Producer/Director

NBC 10 Boston

DAILY NEWS REPORT (SINGLE SHIFT)

Painting With Fire
Michael LaCross, Reporter
Terry McNamara, Photographer
WBZ

The First Responder and the 2nd Grader; Linked by the Ink
Jim Alman, Reporter
Sean McKenzie, Photographer

On The Road Again-The Pandemic Piano Show
Shina LeScano, Reporter
Ryan Welch, Photojournalist

SPORTS PROGRAM – POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Red Sox All-Access
John Carter, Producer
Steven Roman, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Robert Sylvester, Executive Producer
Michael Penhollow, Videographer/Producer

The Boston Red Sox

Behind the B 804
Jeremy Jacobs, Executive Producer
Charlie Jacobs, Executive Producer
Cam Neely, Executive Producer
Brandon McNally, Executive Producer

SPORTS PROGRAM – POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Red Sox All-Access
John Carter, Producer
Stephen Roman, Producer
Kellan Reck, Producer
Luke Fraser, Producer
Stacey Lamboni, Producer
Bryan Lour-Almonte, Producer
Caleb Uhl, Producer
Joshua Mitnick, Producer

The Boston Red Sox

Behind the B 804
Jeremy Jacobs, Executive Producer
Charlie Jacobs, Executive Producer
Cam Neely, Executive Producer
Brandon McNally, Executive Producer

WEB PROGRAM

Chronicle: The Lynching of Henry “Peg” Gilbert
Zach Ben-Amots, Producer/Editor
Mike Brandtler, Producer
WCVB

VICTORY’S FOIL

Brian Ryu, Producer/Director
Brett Forrest, Producer/Director

Connecticut Public Television

Carlos Sandoral, Executive Producer
Cat Schneiderman, Co-Producer
Kyna Madden, Production Associate
Laurenza Editha, Composer
Evan Joseph, Sound Designer

Restaurants Remade
Raymond Fusgetti, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Barry Littlefield, Director Of Photography

Nancy Jo O’Halloran, Photographer
Aaron Stadler, Photographer
Mike Gasin, Aerial Video

NBC 10 Boston

Chinatown Massacre
Shira Stoll, Producer
Ryan Kehr, Reporter
Aaron Stadler, Photographer
Jim Haddadin, Producer

NBC 10 Boston

CUTLINE Special: Sheff v. O’Neill: Striving Toward Education Equity
Tim Rasmussen, Executive Producer
Jillianne Varacch, Supervising Producer/Visuals Director
Marie Tormozoo, Producer
Kathy Megan, Reporter, Associate Producer
Jeff Cohen, Associate Producer
Vanessa De La Torre, Associate Producer
Jocqueline Rabe Thomas, Associate Producer
David Wurtzel, Editor/Videographer/Aerial Video/Lighting
Teyle Russell, Additional Camera, Lighting, Grip
Mike Dunphy, Videographer
Glenn Goettler, Audio
Morgan Boone, Production Manager
Sam Hecksady, Motion Graphics
Lucy Nalpathanchil, Narrator
Ryan Connolly King, Narration Supervisor
Jessica Gonella, Motion Graphics Supervisor

Connecticut Public Television

Politics/GOVERNMENT

Boston’s Race Into History
Adam Reilly, Host
Courtney Kennedy, Executive Producer
Arista Ghahramani, Executive Producer
Jon Soffer, Producer
Robert Fugange Jr., Director
Jack Doyle, Editor

wgbh

NBC 10 Town Hall: Fall River Mayoral Debate
Suzanne Naddeo-Reveer, Executive Producer
Daniel Paquet, Producer
Gwen Valenzetti, Moderator
WJAR

Jay Lasharante, Director

Historic Boston Mayoral Debate
Jenny Barron, Producer
Dorthy Will, Director
Ed Harding, Moderator
Janet Wu, Panelist
Don Patino, Technical Director

WCVB

On The Record
Mike Cole, Producer
Ed Harding, Anchor
Janet Wu, Anchor

NIGHTLY LIVE

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

Boston’s Race Into History
Adam Reilly, Host
Courtney Kennedy, Executive Producer
Arista Ghahramani, Executive Producer
Jon Soffer, Producer
Robert Fugange Jr., Director
Jack Doyle, Editor

wgbh

NBC 10 Town Hall: Fall River Mayoral Debate
Suzanne Naddeo-Reveer, Executive Producer
Daniel Paquet, Producer
Gwen Valenzetti, Moderator
WJAR

Jay Lasharante, Director

Historic Boston Mayoral Debate
Jenny Barron, Producer
Dorthy Will, Director
Ed Harding, Moderator
Janet Wu, Panelist
Don Patino, Technical Director

WCVB

On The Record
Mike Cole, Producer
Ed Harding, Anchor
Janet Wu, Anchor

THE TECHNOLOGY NEWS

Breakthrough Technology at our Beaches
Sarah Wroblewski, Meteorologist
WBZ

Connected Cars
Marissa Bodnar, I-Team Reporter
Jack Amsick, Photographer/Editor

WGNME CBS 10

Automating aquaculture with robots
John Freialah, Producer/Editor

MILITARY NEWS

Honour Flight: Celebrating our heroes through a pandemic
Michael Montecino, Reporter/Anchor
Johnny Villetta, Videographer/Editor

WBZ

A World War II Veteran’s Message
Kerri Nathan, Reporter/Anchor

Gazett Allison, Videographer/Editor

NBC Connecticut

Battle Over Burn Pits
Darren Perron, Reporter

WCAX
100 Year Old World War II Veteran Tells His Story
Sarah Cody, Reporter

WTVN
Semper Fred
Amanda Hill, Reporter
Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor

NEWS CENTER Maine
U.S. Coast Guard Rescue Crews ‘Always Learning’ - A Ride-Along During Training Evolutions
Jacob Wycoff, Reporter
Chris Gobrelle, Photojournalist

WBZ
Evan Scroggy, Editor
Mike Townsend, Photojournalist

NEWSCAST-EVENING SMALLER MARKETS
12 News Now at 6 - May 14, 2021
Timothy O’Coin, Producer
Shannon Hugh, Anchor
Michael Montaclave, Anchor
Steph Machado, Reporter
Chelsea Jones, Reporter
Anita Baffoni, Reporter
Brittany Schaeffer, Reporter
Tony Petruzzo, Chief Meteorologist
Johnny Vilella, Photojournalist

WPR1
NBC5 News At 5:00PM
Caitlyn Konitz, Executive Producer

WFTZ
NBC10 News 11pm Henri Approaches
Courtney Colaizzi, Producer
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor
Mark Scarles, Chief Meteorologist
Ashley Collinante, Reporter
Emily Vale, Anchor
Anthony Macari, Meteorologist
James Pilkington, Photographer
Tyler Dumont, Reporter

WJAR
NEWSCAST-EVENING LARGER MARKETS
NBC10 Boston News at 11pm: October Nor’Easter
Melissa Younger, Executive Producer
Alyssa Lowell, Producer
Raul Martinez, Anchor
Eli Rosenberg, Reporter
Diane Cho, Reporter
Stephen Fall, Assistant Director

WGBR
Western Mass News 5 P.M.
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGGB
Cindy Libbord-Assist News Director
Hugh Zeiklin-Executive Producer
Lori Oliver -Producer
Chris Pisano -Anchor
Jordyn Jagolinzer -Anchor
Dave Madem -Host
Jenna Brown - Meteorologist
Matt Settle - Reporter
Audrey Russo - Reporter
Kevin Culverhouse - Photographer
Don Henry - Photographer
Jeff Kanowski - Photographer
Joe Pietruscola - Operations
David Lindley - Operations
John O'Donogue – Editor
Corey Mosquín – Promotions
Keith Smith - Engineering

NBC 10 News at 11:00 – Cleaning up after Henri
Bryan Monaghan, Producer
Samantha Fleurde, Executive Producer
Scott Isaacs, News Director
Joe Kayata, Sports Anchor
Ashley Collinante, Reporter
Patrice Winters, Anchor
R.J. Hein, Meteorologist
Mike Ahern, Director
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor

WJAR
NBC10 News At 5:00PM
Caitlyn Kuntz, Executive Producer

WPTZ
NBC10 News 5:00PM
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGBR
Western Mass News 5 P.M.
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGGB
Cindy Libbord-Assist News Director
Hugh Zeiklin-Executive Producer
Lori Oliver -Producer
Chris Pisano -Anchor
Jordyn Jagolinzer -Anchor
Dave Madem -Host
Jenna Brown - Meteorologist
Matt Settle - Reporter
Audrey Russo - Reporter
Kevin Culverhouse - Photographer
Don Henry - Photographer
Jeff Kanowski - Photographer
Joe Pietruscola - Operations
David Lindley - Operations
John O'Donogue – Editor
Corey Mosquín – Promotions
Keith Smith - Engineering

NBC 10 News at 11:00 – Cleaning up after Henri
Bryan Monaghan, Producer
Samantha Fleurde, Executive Producer
Scott Isaacs, News Director
Joe Kayata, Sports Anchor
Ashley Collinante, Reporter
Patrice Winters, Anchor
R.J. Hein, Meteorologist
Mike Ahern, Director
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor

WJAR
NBC10 News At 5:00PM
Caitlyn Kuntz, Executive Producer

WPTZ
NBC10 News 5:00PM
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGBR
Western Mass News 5 P.M.
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGGB
Cindy Libbord-Assist News Director
Hugh Zeiklin-Executive Producer
Lori Oliver -Producer
Chris Pisano -Anchor
Jordyn Jagolinzer -Anchor
Dave Madem -Host
Jenna Brown - Meteorologist
Matt Settle - Reporter
Audrey Russo - Reporter
Kevin Culverhouse - Photographer
Don Henry - Photographer
Jeff Kanowski - Photographer
Joe Pietruscola - Operations
David Lindley - Operations
John O'Donogue – Editor
Corey Mosquín – Promotions
Keith Smith - Engineering

NBC 10 News at 11:00 – Cleaning up after Henri
Bryan Monaghan, Producer
Samantha Fleurde, Executive Producer
Scott Isaacs, News Director
Joe Kayata, Sports Anchor
Ashley Collinante, Reporter
Patrice Winters, Anchor
R.J. Hein, Meteorologist
Mike Ahern, Director
Dan Jaehnig, Anchor

WJAR
NBC10 News At 5:00PM
Caitlyn Kuntz, Executive Producer

WPTZ
NBC10 News 5:00PM
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGGB
Western Mass News 5 P.M.
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WGBR
Western Mass News 5 P.M.
Patience Hertrick, News Director

WJAR
NBC10 News At 5:00PM
Caitlyn Kuntz, Executive Producer
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SPECIAL THANKS
John King, CNN-National Correspondent and Anchor of Inside Politics
Ernie Boch, Jr., Subaru of New England
Anna Jager, CNN Communications
Sean Gilbertson, Boch Center, Function Sales Manager
Fred Sherman, Blink Creative-Senior Partner and Creative Director
Casey McGee, Editor
Lance Blair, Voice Over Talent
Brian McNamara, Hipshot Creative
Guest Presenters
Event Volunteers
Peer Judges in these NATAS chapters: San Francisco/Northern California, Lone Star, Suncoast/Nashville/Midsouth, Chicago/Midwest, Michigan, Central Great Lakes, National Capital
Chesapeake Bay and New York
John King is CNN’s chief national correspondent and anchor of Inside Politics, an hour-long program featuring a panel of top-tier political correspondents that airs weekdays at noon.

An award-winning journalist, King has covered the past nine presidential elections and has reported from all 50 states and more than 70 countries.

King is pivotal to the network’s daily reporting and breaking news coverage and participates in major events such as CNN’s 2020 Election Night in America coverage. Past campaign experience includes moderating three presidential primary debates in 2012. This past election was the fourth cycle in which King's reporting included use of CNN’s “Magic Wall,” which was first introduced in 2008 and also was integral part of the network’s Emmy award-winning 2012 election night coverage.

King joined CNN in May 1997 and became chief national correspondent in April 2005. He served as CNN’s senior White House correspondent from 1999 to 2005, where his duties included reporting on the Iraq war and the September 11th terrorist attacks. Before joining CNN, King was an Associated Press correspondent for 12 years with stints in Providence and Boston before moving to Washington. His AP duties included several major international events, including the Persian Gulf War, and serving as lead political correspondent for the 1992 and 1996 presidential elections.

King is a native of Boston and earned a bachelor's degree in journalism from the University of Rhode Island. He also has been awarded honorary doctorate degrees from URI, American University and Hobart and William Smith Colleges.
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Proud to help support NATAS and the 45th Boston / New England Emmy® Awards
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Officers
- Danielle Mannion
- Timothy Egan
- Shelly Kamanitz
- Joseph Maar
- Mike O’Neil
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- Beth York
- Roger Lyons

Governors
- Jared Bowen
- Sarah Burgess
- David Burt
- Amanda Carr
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS:

College/University Recipient – Mason Mashtare, Champlain College
High School Recipient - Aidan Vahey, Newton North High School

2021 GOLD & SILVER HONOREES

Presented as a virtual ceremony on December 9, 2021

Gold Circle Inductee:
- Harvey Leonard

Silver Circle Inductees:
- Jack Harper
- Ellen Boyce
- David Zaputka
- Marc Rhinehart
- Phil Vaughn